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The Times is published monthly by the Australian Association of Time Table Collectors (AATTC)
as our journal, covering historic and general items. Current news items are published in our other
journal, Table Talk.
AATTC's home page: http://www.aattc.org.au
Geoff Lambert
Victor Isaacs
The Times welcomes articles and mail and will be pleased to receive yours. Please send articles
and letters to
Geoff Lambert, 179 Sydney Rd FAIRLIGHT NSW 2094
Email: G.Lambert@unsw.edu.au
Phone 61 2 9949 3521; Fax 61 2 9948 7862
Submit paper manuscripts or word-processor files (MS Word preferred) on disk or via e-mail. Illustrations should be submitted as clean sharp photocopies on white paper or scanned GIF format
images with at least 300dpi resolution on disk or via e-mail.
Contributions should reach the editor by the first day of the month preceding the date of publication.
Membership of AATTC is $30 and includes subscriptions to both The Times and Table Talk. Individual copies of both journals are available at $2.50 per copy from the Railfan Shop in Melbourne
and the ARHS bookshop in Sydney.
Material appearing in The Times or Table Talk may be reproduced in other publications, provided
acknowledgment is made of the author and includes the words “The Times, journal of the Australian Association of Time Table Collectors”. A copy of the publication which includes the reference must be sent to the editor.
Opinions expressed in The Times are not necessarily those of the Association or its members. We
welcome a broad range of views on timetabling matters.
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Burma Railways July 1941: The autobiography of a
timetable
Written with the assistance of VICTOR ISAACS
I am a public timetable of the
Burma Railways from the colonial
period. I was nearly strangled at
birth, but miraculously survived. I
hardly ever served my intended
purpose, but now fulfil a quite different function.
I was born in July 1941 at what appeared to be the height of British
colonial influence in Burma, but
how wrong this was! I show attributes of this influence. Yet when I
was only seven months old in January 1942 the Japanese invaded
Burma. I was no longer wanted and
no longer of use to anyone. I lay
forgotten in the debris of an upcountry Burmese station office. But
the British returned. In early 1945
they reconquered Burma. A British
soldier found me. I knew I was no
longer of use in the chaos of the
Burmese Railways which had to be
rebuilt. So I was glad when the soldier took me home with him as a
souvenir. Later I migrated with him
across the world to Canberra. Recently I had a little adventure when
I was copied to give pleasure to an
AATTC member!
I was a beautiful baby. I had full

colour covers (our cover, too) they became soiled during my
years in hiding during the Japanese era. I am big - 106 pages
plus covers. And I'll warrant you
have never seen another public
timetable with so much extra interesting information!
The evocation of a past British era
starts right on my front cover,
where the names of my oh-soBritish sounding parents are
given: the Chief Railways Commissioner, W H Chance, VD (not
what you think, you wicked person! - it stands for Victoria Decoration) and the Traffic Manager, E
I Milne.
My timetables show reasonable
services on all lines. But these are
mainly strictly local trains or
mixed trains. The only superior
trains are my daily Mail and Express trains from Rangoon to
Mandalay (pages 4&5) and a
Mail from Rangoon to Prome. I
have suburban trains in the Rangoon area, including to the well
named place called Insein. I know
the timetables are a bit confusing
for long journeys, so I also have

summary timetables covering the
whole system (page 8).
It is my general information that I
am proudest of, because it is so
comprehensive and evocative of a
past age. I start with, of all unlikely
things, a general description of
Burma, the scenery of my beautiful
native country, its festivals, arts,
fauna, climate and history. Then
comes a choice bit: my history of
the Burma Railways, including illustrations of steam locomotives. I
then have descriptions of the special Tourist Saloons which rich passengers could hire. I even have diagrams of them! (page 4).
I provide information about refreshments (page 7), clearly showing the
Burmese environment with use of
terms such as Tiffin and Chota
Hazri. Note the different prices for
first and second class passengers.
Third class passengers are ignored
altogether here - they would only
buy from the station vendors. But
Fido could get a lunch for 4 annas.
I include masses of rules and regulations for the passengers to obey.
My fares are interesting. Second
class in no less than three times
more than third class, and first class
twice the cost of second, is six
times more than third!
My advertisements, too, are evocative of the time of the Empire days
of my birth. Some are for merchants from India. But, I have kept
my best illustration for you Australians to last (left). Have you ever
seen anything so strange as my advertisement partially in Burmese
for Tooth's Lager? What a beauty! .
So, although I hardly ever performed my expected function, I
now am happy I can keep timetable
fans amused.
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Canadian Pacific Railway – Laggan Subdivision
in 1965
How many of us have found our favourite railway working time table lying by the
side of the line? Keeping one eye out for grizzly bears as he walked the CPR track,
JIM STOKES found a copy of the railway’s Laggan Subdivision ETT.

I

n the spring and early summer
of 1965 I spent four months in
western Canada, in the course
of which I walked sections of
the Canadian Pacific main line
through the Rocky Mountains.
These walks provided two treasures
for my collection. The first is a
copy of the working timetable of 26
April 1964 for CPR’s Medicine
Hat, Calgary, Edmonton and
Lethbridge Divisions, which basically covered the main line from
Swift Current to Field and all the
other lines in Alberta. I picked it up
beside the line between Banff and
Sawback and it still has scorch
marks from being dried out in front
of the wood stove at Spray River

youth hostel! I found it on 23 May
1965, which suggests that it was
superseded by a new working
timetable which came into effect
with the new public timetable on
25 April 1965. A comparison of
the attached extracts from the two
timetables (pages 10 & 11)
indicates that passenger trains
were running to approximately
the same times in both years.
However, as will be seen, 967
Freight was running about four
hours later than the 1964 timetable on 30 June 1965 and 950
Freight about six hours later.
1965 was an interesting time to be
on the CPR. Steam working had
finished but most of the steam fa-

cilities were still in place. Unit train
operation had not yet begun and
most freights were made up of boxcars, some still old wooden vehicles, from systems all over North
America, worked by four and five
unit combinations of first generation road switchers and main line
units. The Canadian was in its
prime and I had several trips on it,
but for me the most interesting train
was the Dominion, which I did not
know at the time was in the last
months of its illustrious career. For
anyone reared on pictures of Selkirks and Royal Hudsons the Dominion was a legendary train even
with diesel power. When I first
came to Field Hill in early May it
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consisted of three boxcars, three or
four head end cars and two passenger cars, often worked by the rather
ungainly combination of a road
switcher and a main line B unit. All
the cars were the Tuscan red steel
streamlined stock from the 1930s.
By early July as the mountain tourist season got into full swing the
Dominion was a massive train behind three main line units, with

11

dome and observation cars of Canadian stock, older cars resheathed in stainless steel and
both clerestory and streamlined
Tuscan red cars. It also included
through sleeping cars from the
United States picked up off the
Soo Line at Moose Jaw. I was
glad that my last rail journey in
Canada was on the westbound
Dominion from Field to Vancou-
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ver on 4 July 1965.
My second treasure is the full set
of train orders picked up on 30
June 1965 from Calgary, Exshaw,
Banff and Lake Louise by the
crew of locomotive 4037 (a GM
FP7-A main line unit of CPR
class DFA15c) as they worked
967 Freight westward through
Laggan Subdivision (page 9). The
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engineer discarded them almost at
my feet as he brought the train
down through Cathedral crossing
loop. No doubt he was just cleaning
up the cab before coming off the
train at Field and he would probably be surprised to know that they
are still carefully preserved on the
other side of the Pacific 35 years

later. Space does not permit reproduction of all the orders, many
of which related to track works
and speed restrictions. However I
have done a montage of those relating to train movements, from
which it can be seen that 967 met
950 Freight at Radnor, met the
eastbound Canadian at Banff, was
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overtaken by the westbound Canadian at Massive, met the eastbound
Dominion at Castle Mountain, met
Extra 4040 East at Lake Louise and
met 902 Freight at Stephen. As
there is no further reference to no
85 they must have either overtaken
it at Sunalta or were still behind it
when it terminated at Banff.

A small bus route in the Campsie area.
By JIM O'NEIL

R

oute 39 ran between
Campsie and Wiley
Park, two stations three
stops apart on the Bankstown line, via the main road to the
north of that line. This road is called
George's River Road east of the
Cook's River and Punchbowl Road
west of it. It was extended from
Wiley Park to the Roselands shopping centre to the south, and then further along King George's Road to

Fig 1.

Hurstville Station, along route 34,
which was also owned by the Cumberland Bus Co. at the time. The
first timetable shown (below) is
from a booklet of bus services to
Hurstville issued by Westfield
Shoppingtown, Hurstville.
The route 39 had a basic halfhourly service, taking a bit more
than fifty minutes for the trip. The
morning short working at 8.37 from
Yerrick & Punchbowl Roads to

Wiley Park Station is the only unusual feature. When Highway took
over Cumberland's services in the
inner south west in 1986, the 39 was
diverted from Hurstville and combined with the 92 and 226, to run to
Kogarah Hospital. It was split again
when the 92 was sold to Pleasure
Tours and the 39 (now CampsieRoselands only) to Canterbury Bus
Lines.
Another of Highway's routes, the 46,

Westfield Shoppingtown 1980. Route 39 Campsie—Hurstville
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was sold to Greenacre Bus Company.
This runs to the south of the 39, with
two separate route through Belfield
to North Belmore. The November
1987 timetable (below left) has a basic half-hourly structure, running alternately by the northern route
(Harcourt & Baltimore) and the
southern route (Albert & Ninth). Before 8 a.m., there is no service to
North Belmore, which is only a block
beyond the railway goods line. Instead a loop service is operated, out
via Albert and back via Harcourt. In
the evenings there is a loop service
out via Harcourt (passengers to
Campsie had to catch the bus outbound - see the timings in brackets),
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but roughly half the buses went on
to North Belmore before proceeding to Albert St.

is the evening loop back direct from
North Belmore. However, they are
much less frequent.

On the 24 August 1991, Canterbury
Bus Lines took over the 46 and diverted the 39 through Albert & Baltimore (the junction of the two parts
of 46) and then over the northern
(Harcourt) variety of the 46. The
route 39 along George's River Road
was duplicated by other bus routes,
running to different railway stations
(see the list on the foot of the timetable on page 14, top). The morning
loop from Campsie by Ninth & Albert Streets (marked A) and back
via Harcourt Street is still found, as

Afternoon services marked K travel
via First and Ninth, partly over each
of the southern and northern routes.
Most other letters are school services:
D is Harcourt St. School, E St. Mel
School, F Belmore Boys High and
HP is Hampden Park School. B
shows a run past Lakemba station,
rejoining the route 39 on the south
side of Wiley Park station and not
using Punchbowl Road at all. Nevertheless a time is shown at Wangee St.
The bus did cross Wangee St on
Lakemba St, two long blocks south
of Wangee and Punchbowl, where all
other buses were timed. But the timetable does not mention Punchbowl
Road.
In 1995, the 39 was renumbered 451,
and then Canterbury sold both its
runs to Punchbowl. They in turn took
over the northern end of the route
947 (once the 113 - see the August
2000 issue) and combined it with the
451 on the 21 December 1998. The
451 now returned to Hurstville, but
this time running along Gloucester
Road. On the timetable on page 14
(bottom), we can see that the bus
now takes forty one minutes from
Campsie to Hurstville, which allows
a run to Bauman's Road to be included and still provide an hourly
service using two buses. The morning loop via Albert Street back to
Campsie is still operated, as is the
evening service from Campsie to
North Belmore - but it no longer carries passengers back to Campsie.
Evening services are now provided
on the 451, but not to Campsie or to
Bauman's Road - instead they run
from Hurstville to Beverly Hills Station via Gloucester Road, a new destination on this service.

Fig 2.

Route 46, November 1987
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Fig 3.

Fig 4.
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Route 39. Incorporating route 46.

24 August 1991. Canterbury Bus Lines.
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Railway timetables of
Tasmania
Another installment of The Times’
continuing attempt to produce
checklists of timetables. Material
contributed by GEOFF LAMBERT
and JIM STOKES

F

or a small railway (651 miles, or 1047
km at its peak), the Tasmanian Government Railways (TGR) produced an awful
lot of bumpff, a practice which really got
underway in the 1890s, during the tenure of one
of its early General Managers, the energetic Frederick Back. Among its “handbooks” were at
least 10 editions of the rulebook and 4 of the Appendix to the Working Timetable, the 1949 edition of which ran to 355 pages - 1 page longer
than the contemporaneous Appendix of the
Queensland Railways, which had a system nearly
11 times as long as the TGR. Included in all this
paperwork, were at least 34 working timetables
(WTT). There were also an unknown number of
public timetables (PTT).
The list to the right contains all the TTs known to
AATTC, through personal collections, library
holdings or cross-referencing from other publications. An X in the column and row intersection
represents the known or surmised existence of a
timetable. The WTT list covers the TGR and its
successor, the ANR from 1978 and, after that,
Tasrail. Most issues, probably all issues, had an
exact cover date, but we do not always know it.
Sometimes only the month, or occasionally only
the year are known. There remain some ambiguities about some of the TGR WTT issues- it is not
certain that all were WTT books per se, but may
have been some form of amendment only.
We also show what is probably a very abbreviated list of public timetables, including a few that
were issued for the Hobart suburban system only.
This list was composed in the same way as the
WTT list, but with somewhat more emphasis on
the current holdings by Australian libraries. Public timetables also appeared in Walch’s Tasmanian Almanac from 1873 to 1951 and in Moore’s
Guide until the late 1970s.
For good measure, we show also some known issues of the WTT by the Emu Bay Railway, whose
tables also frequently appeared in the TGR WTT.
The TGR WTT also sometimes contained times
for the Mt Lyell Mining and Railway Co’s WTT.

1-Jul-1893
16-Aug-1893
Mar-1894
26-Jun-1895
1-Aug-1904
1905
4-May-1914
5-Jun-1916
2-Oct-1916
14-May-1917
1-Oct-1917
17-Dec-1918
15-Sep-1919
1-Aug-1921
12-Jul-1922
19-Mar-1923
30-Mar-1925
18-Oct-1926
5-Sep-1927
30-Sep-1929
10-Aug-1931
1-Oct-1931
24-Dec-1931
2-Dec-1932
2-Oct-1934
1-Nov-1934
24-Feb-1936
18-Oct-1936
18-Oct-1937
15-Dec-1937
20-Dec-1938
19-Apr-1939
Jul-1941
17-May-1942
1-Mar-1943
Aug-1945
27-Sep-1948
29-Sep-1952
1954
6-Dec-1954
Dec-1955
16-Sep-1957
May-1962
Aug-1962
Oct-1963
May-1966
20-Jun-1966
Nov-1966
1970
Sep-1970
2-Dec-1970
13-Dec-1970
30-Dec-1972
1-Mar-1978
3-Jul-1978
28-Mar-1983
10-Jan-1988
11-Oct-1988
15-Oct-1992
28-Aug-1995
18-Nov-1997
19-Jan-1999
TOTALS
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System
PTT

Suburban
PTT

System
WTT
X
X

EBR
WTT

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

27

3

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
34

3
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Graphic Insight
CHRIS BROWNBILL charts a nation-wide train graph
Graphic Insight this month attempts something ambitious - to illustrate on one graph all main line long
distance passenger trains currently operating in Australia.
The graph below shows the published schedule for each long distance passenger train running along the
coastal main line from Cairns to Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth, as well as the 'short
cut' from Sydney to Adelaide, and the inland line from Adelaide to Alice Springs. The times for the trains
illustrated here are taken from the public timetables current as at August 2000 of the operators of all the
trains: QR Traveltrain, Countrylink and Great Southern Railway.
The horizontal axis shows one week, and the vertical axis represents distance, although the scale on the
vertical axis is distorted to assist readability. Trains on the Sydney to Adelaide route are illustrated as
dashed lines to distinguish them from those travelling Sydney - Melbourne-Adelaide.
The degree of service intensity either side of Sydney is noticeable with the regular twice daily XPT services north and south of that city. The service to the north of Sydney comprises one daily train to Brisbane and a second to Murwillumbah. At the extremities of the network the frequency drops off somewhat. There are of course, in addition to the trains shown, additional local services centred on Melbourne, Sydney and Perth which for clarity have not been shown.
The range of services on different days of the week - particularly in Queensland and on GSR trains is
highlighted here. It is in a representation such as this where connections between trains can most easily
be seen - for example on Wednesday mornings between the Eastbound Indian Pacific and Ghan at Adelaide. In traditional timetables, such connections are not immediately evident to many readers.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1
-

0 Cairns

1440

2880

4320

5760

Townsville
Rockhampton
-2

1

-4

1

Brisbane

Sydney

-6

1

Melbourne

Adelaide
-8

-1

1

01

Alice
Springs

Alice Springs

Perth
-1

2

1

7200

8640

10080

